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IFTY-FIVE miles by auto road
from the Glacier Park Hotel is the
Many Glacier Hotel, located in the
heart of the mountain world. This
hotel is built of native stone and
timber hewed and sawed from the
adjacent forest of spruce and balsams. From the h o t el's rustic
verandas one may glimpse nearly all of those
scenic attractions which make up Glacier's charm.
Here the guests may enjoy the many and varied
hiking and horseback trips or spend their time
fishing, boating or just resting and loafing.

Many Glacier is a focal point and from it in all
directions radiate trails which penetrate into the
mountains leading to new scenic delights. Among
the many interesting side trips that can be made
from Many Glacier areIceberg Lake", a pocket edition 6f ·a polar sea.
This little turquoise lake, covering _perhaps 100
acres, is backed up with a head wal13,000 feet above
the surface of the water and is never free from icebergs.
Cracker Lake, seven miles in the opposite direction from Many Glacier Hotel, is another delightful
trip. The Cracker Lake trail follows Canyon Creek

to its source in Cracker Lake at the head of the
canyon formed by the high walls of Mt. Allen and
Siyeh Mountain.
Grinnell, Josephine and McDermott form a chain
of glacier-fed lakes. 1'he t rail skirts the edges of the
lakes and the four and one half miles from the hotel
to the upper or Grinnell Lake is a delightful walk or
ride. Josephine Lake has a beautiful, wide gravel
beach a mile along the east shore and this is a
favorite picnic place for hikers, riders and fishermen. It is only one half hour's walk from the hotel.
Grinnell Glacier offers the best field for the exploration and study of a glacier of any in this region.

Only seven miles by trail, it furnishes thrills that
cannot be experienced any other place.
Up the gentle slope of Altyn Mountain is a path
for hikers that winds its way back and forth on the
rock shelves, following easy grades to the summit
from which there is a marvelous view.
Another scenic trip is to Ptarmigan Wall, the
last mile of which is mostly up the steep wall back
of Ptarmigan Lake, and must be negotiated on foot.
Piegan Pass trail winds along the west side of Mt.
Allen. The trip from Many Glacier Hotel to Morning Eagle Falls and return is recommended to those
who do not care for the higher altitudes.
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HE Glacier Park Hotel, visited the first
day, at the eastern gateway to Glacier
National Park is a vast timbered structure nearly as large as the capitol at
Washington, breathing the spirit of the great
outdoors and harmonizing perfectly with ' its

WO Medicine, visited the first day, was
once .the favorite haun~ of th~ pie,:turesqu~
Blackfiet I ndians. Here 'they gathered
to per form their religious ceremonies and "make
medicine." I t is easily and quickly reached from
the entrance hotel, and p rovides a fitting intro~
duction to the P ark's scenic splendors. T'vo
Medicine is particularly scenic, Mount R ockwdl

fore s ted and moun t a in o us background.
On the grounds east of the hotel a new and
sporty golf course, well trapped and with grass
Many short
greens, awaits the enthusiast.
hiking or riding trips can be made from here
and an Indian camp is located nearby.
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lifting its pyramid like peak more than 4,000 feet
above t he water. . .. The chalets ·.fire tucked-. away
~mid · the ·- sei-rled·' ·peaks on .t he shore of 'Two
Medicine· :Lake, 'commanding an exquisite panorama of mountain scenery. T he Two Medicine
Valley excels in beauty of mountain grouping
with a chain of three beautiful mountain l a~es
~t varying altitudes combined. wj th a score of
surrounding peaks. .

.

r;::r;lHE chalets of Going-to-the-Sun, visited the
L1J
third day, are perched on a rocky promontory extending into the blue waters of St.
Mary Lake. T o t he rear, high above the chalets,
towers the peak from whence t hey derive their
name, while all about are the jumbled masses of
scores of other Rocky Mountain giants. The

stupendous scenery at the head of St. Mary Lake
forms a thrilling climax to all that has gone before.
Going-to-the-Sun chalets are connected with St.
M ary chalets at the lower end of the lake by t he
launch St. Mary and with Many Glacier H otel
by a horseback trail over Piegan Pass.
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